After *B&B Hardware*, What is the Full Scope of Estoppel Arising From a PTAB Decision in District Court Litigation?

By Grantland G. Drutchas and James L. Lovsin

The America Invents Act (AIA) created several adjudicative proceedings within the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) of the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, including *inter partes* review, post-grant review, and covered business method review (IPR, PGR, and CBM, respectively).1 The AIA also provided explicit estoppel provisions with respect to District Court litigation for those proceedings.2 However, as far as District Court litigation goes, these provisions all run against the patent challenger (the Petitioner) in the PTAB proceeding. After an IPR or PGR proceeding, these provisions prevent a Petitioner from asserting in District Court that a claim is invalid on any “ground” that the petitioner “raised or reasonably could have raised during...”[the IPR or PGR].3 For CBM proceedings, the estoppel is even more limited—to grounds the Petitioner actually raised.4 None of these provisions apply to the patentee. Nor do they clearly state that this is the only estoppel/preclusive effect that PTAB decisions will be given in District Court litigation. Indeed, the recent Supreme Court decision in *B&B Hardware, Inc., v. Hargus Indus., Inc.*,5 suggests that there may be additional impacts of estoppel on District Court litigation beyond the explicit estoppel provisions in the AIA.

Overview of B&B Hardware

In *B&B Hardware*, the Supreme Court addressed whether issue preclusion (collateral estoppel) can apply to issues decided by the other administrative board within the PTO, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB). The Court explained in *B&B Hardware* that the general rule for issue preclusion is “when an issue of fact or law is actually litigated and determined by a valid and final judgment, and the determination is essential to the judgment, the determination is conclusive in a subsequent action between the parties, whether on the same or a different claim.”6

At issue in *B&B Hardware* was whether a likelihood of confusion determination that was made by the TTAB as part of its decision in a trademark opposition proceeding (to refuse registration for a mark that was similar to B&B Hardware’s mark) should be given preclusive effect in District Court litigation involving infringement of the mark.7 The Court held that issue preclusion applies “when the usages...” (continued on page 2)
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adjudicated by the TTAB are materially the same as those before the district court” and “[s]o long as the other ordinary elements of issue preclusion are met.”

The Court explained that “courts may take it as given that Congress has legislated with the expectation that the principle [of issue preclusion] will apply except when a statutory purpose to the contrary is evident.” The Court carefully analyzed the Lanham Act and found nothing that would bar the application of issue preclusion. The Court also noted the procedural protections afforded in a TTAB proceeding (much like those available in PTAB proceedings), including applying the same legal standards as would an Article III court (although the burden of proof may vary), applying the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Evidence, and allowing discovery and depositions. Moreover, the Court reasoned that the differences that do exist between the TTAB and Article III courts (including that under the TTAB’s procedures most proceedings are conducted in writing and lack a jury pursuant to the Seventh Amendment) do not affect the overall outcome. The Court concluded that “there was no categorical ‘reason to doubt the quality, extensiveness, or fairness’ of the agency’s procedures.”

Does the Presumption of Issue Preclusion Apply to PTAB Decisions?

In the patent arena, decisions of the PTAB’s predecessors have been understood to have at least some preclusive effect for more than fifty years. After B&B Hardware, the question of whether issue preclusion applies to PTAB decisions will likely be given a fresh look by litigants and the courts. The arguments for and against the application of issue preclusion will likely turn on the PTAB procedures for IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings and the text and structure of the Patent Act. Given the correlation between TTAB proceedings and PTAB proceedings, and the lack of any express legislative proscription, there is a real risk to litigants that issues decided in PTAB Final Decisions may be given preclusive effect beyond the estoppel provisions of the AIA.

A. PTAB Procedures

The PTAB procedures for IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings are similar to the TTAB procedures that the Court considered in B&B Hardware and found “no categorical reason to doubt the quality, extensiveness, or fairness” of PTAB procedures for IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings. Accordingly, the Court’s reasoning in B&B Hardware may similarly apply to these PTAB procedures, such that PTAB decisions may give rise to issue preclusion.

B. Patent Act

One obvious difference between the Patent Act and the Lanham Act considered by the Supreme Court in B&B Hardware which may affect issue preclusion is that the AIA sets out explicit estoppel provisions for IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings. The Lanham Act does not contain any corollary estoppel provisions for TTAB proceedings.

One could argue that, by explicitly providing for estoppel arising from PTAB decisions, Congress intended to proscribe any further preclusive effect of those proceedings. It remains to be seen, however, whether courts will agree with this argument. Indeed, there is little to no legislative history to support such an assertion. To the contrary, the legislative record contains two June 2011 letters to the Chairman and Ranking Member of the House Judiciary Committee that suggest otherwise. Senator Kyl requested that these letters, written by Judge Michael McConnell, former Circuit Judge of the Tenth Circuit and current Professor at Stanford Law School, be entered into the record because they were “circulated widely among members and staff and have played a substantial role in the debate about section 18.”

In his letters, Judge McConnell analyzes the constitutionality of AIA § 6 (related to IPR and PGR proceedings) and § 18 (related to CBM proceedings) and states that he saw “nothing in sections 6 and 18 of the proposed Act that would alter or interfere with existing principles of res judicata or collateral estoppel in the context of a final judgment, much less allow the PTO to disturb the final judgment of a court.” While Professor McConnell’s letters are not typical sources of legislative history relied on by courts—such as Committee Reports or statements by members of Congress—they were entered into the record by Senator Kyl and indicate that issue preclusion was contemplated during the debate on the AIA.

Further, Congress knows how to clearly say when issue preclusion should not apply and has already done so in the patent context. In legislative history related to the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC), for example, a Senate Report explicitly states that res judicata and collateral estoppel should not apply to ITC decisions:

The Commission’s findings neither purport to be, nor can they be, regarded as binding interpretations of U.S. patent law in particular factual contexts. Therefore, it seems clear that any disposition of a Commission action by a Federal Court should not have res judicata or collateral estoppel effect in cases before such courts.

Based on this specific legislative history, the Federal Circuit has held that ITC decisions are not given any preclusive effect. The authors have not been able to identify any similar proscriptive statements in the legislative history of the AIA, however.

The (Preclusive) Possibilities

The PTAB can and must decide a variety of
issues in IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings. As for ultimate conclusions, the PTAB may determine anticipation and obviousness over printed publications in IPR proceedings and generally all patentability grounds in PGR and CBM proceedings.

But the risk of issue preclusion goes well beyond these ultimate conclusions. Many subsidiary findings that are necessary to the decision could also be given preclusive effect if issue preclusion applies generally to PTAB decisions. Below are just a few examples of the kinds of PTAB determinations that may be necessary to its decisions:

- the priority date that patent claims should be afforded;
- the scope of the teachings of a particular prior art reference;
- the level of ordinary skill in the art;
- written description support (or lack thereof) for a limitation in a claim; and
- factual findings underlying enablement (including enablement of a prior art reference).

All of these (and many other) factual findings may have significant repercussions in subsequent District Court litigation involving the same—or “related”—patents.

Regarding “related” patents, the Federal Circuit has ruled, for example, that obviousness in a prior litigation can bind a patentee in subsequent litigation involving a related patent. One could argue that the preclusive effect of PTAB decisions should extend to related patents as well.

Accordingly, in situations where a patent survives a PTAB proceeding, both the patentee and the challenger and those in privity with the challenger may be bound by any such determinations that were necessary to the PTAB’s decision in subsequent District Court litigation.

The Supreme Court in *B&B Hardware* emphasized that the issue decided by the TTAB must be the same issue in the District Court litigation for issue preclusion to apply. However, on the patent side, it is not always clear whether the PTAB and District Courts decide the same issue. For example, one could argue that decided issues involving claim construction are not the same because the PTAB and District Courts use different standards for claim construction — the PTAB uses the “broadest reasonable interpretation” standard and District Courts use the “ordinary and customary meaning” standard. As another example, one could argue that decided issues are not the same because the PTAB decides patentability while District Courts decide invalidity. But that distinction seems to turn on different burdens of proof used in the respective forums rather than any substantive difference in legal standards used, for example, to decide anticipation, obviousness, written description, or enablement.

It will be interesting to see how litigants and the courts address *B&B Hardware* in the context of PTAB decisions. In the meantime, practitioners should consider the risk that issue preclusion may apply to PTAB decisions until a court holds otherwise.

**Endnotes**

2 AIA § 6; 35 U.S.C. § 315(b)(2) (IPR estoppel); id. § 325(d)(2) (PGR estoppel).
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12 See, e.g., Cookwell v. United States, 292 F.3d 918, 920-21, 130 USPQ 231, 234 (Cl. Ct. 1986) (“Where the losing party fails to effectively review the Patent Office action in one of the courts and it becomes final, it is . . . binding on the parties.”).
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**MBHB to Exhibit at 2015 BIO International Convention in Philadelphia**

MBHB will be participating as an exhibitor at the 2015 BIO International Convention (“BIO”) set for June 15-18 in Philadelphia. We invite you to visit us at Booth #3226 in the exhibit hall to meet our attorneys, learn more about our services and enter our raffle. Billed as the largest global event for the biotechnology industry, 2015 BIO is organized by the Biotechnology Industry Organization. The organization represents more than 1,100 biotechnology companies, academic and related organizations, and the United States and in more than 30 other nations. BIO members are involved in the research and development of innovative healthcare, agricultural, industrial and environmental biotechnology products.

2015 BIO covers the wide spectrum of life science innovations and application areas. Drug discovery, biomanufacturing, genomics, biofuels, nanotechnology, and cell therapy are just a few of the industries represented. Thousands of leaders from over 65 countries are expected to attend 2015 BIO. The key elements of the event are education, networking, BIO Business Forum partnering and the 1,700 companies showcasing the latest technologies, products and services in the BIO Exhibition. View complete details at http://convention.bio.org.

**Grantland G. Drutchas**, an MBHB partner, has more than 20 years of experience in the practice of intellectual property law, with a particular emphasis on litigation, licensing, and client counseling. drutchas@mbhb.com

**James L. Lovsin**, an MBHB partner, concentrates his practice on intellectual property matters, including patent litigation and patent preparation and prosecution. lovsin@mbhb.com
When You Don’t Know What You Know: The Role of Unappreciated Inherency in the Obviousness Analysis

By James C. Gumina

The patent statute makes it clear that subject matter that would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art as of the effective filing date of a patent application is not patentable.  

The considerations relevant to obviousness have been set for some time: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the differences between the claimed subject matter and the prior art; and (4) secondary considerations of non-obviousness.  

There has, however, been much litigation on how courts are to apply these considerations to determine whether an invention would have been obvious and therefore not patentable. Early on when faced with the issue, the courts envisioned a hypothetical person of ordinary skill in an art at the relevant time in a room with all of the relevant prior art. Then the court would evaluate what that hypothetical person would find obvious with this assumed knowledge of the prior art. Of course, this has proven more difficult than it sounds. Disputes have arisen as to what the relevant scope of the art should be and what motivation if any would be required for this hypothetical person to combine the art to come up with the claimed invention. One consistent aspect of this analysis has been that hindsight could not be used; the evaluation must be made with the information known to one skilled in the art at the relevant time.  

The Supreme Court, in KSR Int'l v. Teleflex, Inc., attempted to clarify the proper analysis for an obviousness determination. In KSR, the Court rejected a rigid formulation for the determination of obviousness in holding that the Federal Circuit’s “teaching, suggestion and motivation” test was not the only appropriate analysis. The Court in KSR made it clear that the scope of the prior art includes the creativity of one skilled in the art and the results of routine experimentation where there are known options with a finite number of identified predictable solutions. At the same time, the Court continued to warn against the improper use of hindsight.  

With respect to anticipation, the concept of inherency has been around for some time. A claimed invention can be inherently anticipated even though all the elements of the claimed invention are not explicitly described in the prior art, if when the teaching of the prior art is followed the claimed invention will necessarily and inevitably result. There is no requirement that anyone at the relevant time understood the inherent quality of the prior art to support an argument of inherent anticipation. The logic of this position is clear — if the claimed element is inherent in the prior art then the prior art cannot be practiced without infringing the claimed invention. Since it is inappropriate for a patent claim to cover what already exists in the prior art, the claim is anticipated.  

The worlds of inherent anticipation and obviousness appear to be colliding. Courts are addressing obviousness arguments that rely upon inherent aspects of the prior art. It is not yet entirely clear what all the parameters are for such arguments, but it is evident that inherency is now undoubtedly a part of the obviousness analysis.  

The Federal Circuit has historically been skeptical with respect to using an inherent teaching in an obvious analysis. The court recognized that inherency and obviousness are distinct concepts. Indeed, the court has held that to establish obviousness based upon an inherent property in the prior art, that inherent property would have to be obvious to those skilled in the art at the relevant time. It had been clear that a retrospective view of inherency is not a substitute for some teaching or suggestion supporting obviousness.  

More recently, however, the Federal Circuit has indicated that, at least in some circumstances, inherent properties of the prior art are an appropriate part of the obviousness analysis even if the inherent properties were not previously appreciated. In EMI Group v. Cypress Semiconductor, when reversing the grant of a JMOL that the claims were not invalid as anticipated or obvious, the court conducted an inherent anticipation analysis but it never actually set forth an obviousness analysis or provided any basis for its obviousness conclusion. The case is directed to fuses used in integrated circuits. The patent at issue claimed a fuse that was composed of metal having a cap of refractory metal. The claims required that when the fuse is exposed to an energy source (generally a laser) there would be “explosive removal” of the fuse from the circuit. The court found that a fuse of the structure called out in the claim existed in the prior art, but the art did not teach the “explosive removal” set forth in the claim. The Federal Circuit also found that the record below supported a finding that the claimed “explosive removal” was an inherent feature of the structure when an energy source is applied to the prior art fuse. The court concluded “[t]he district court, therefore, improperly granted JMOL that the claims of the ’785 and ’801 patents are not invalid for anticipation and obviousness.” The court clearly set out the basis for inherent anticipation, but the basis for the court’s obviousness conclusion is not evident. The court could have simply been saying that the claims are inherently anticipated and therefore JMOL on the validity issue was improperly granted, i.e. obviousness was just along for the ride. But the language the court chose certainly opens the door to the argument that a previously unknown inherent quality of the prior art can be used to support an obviousness argument.  

In In re Huai-Hung Kao, the Federal Circuit considered the validity of a claim directed to a controlled release oxymorphone composition that required a “food effect” wherein the Cmax blood concentration of the active compound was at least about 50% higher when the dosage form was administered with food as compared to fasted conditions. The Patent Office had found that the recited sustained release pharmaceutical composition of the claim was obvious over the prior art, despite the fact that there was no teaching of the claimed food effect in the prior art. On appeal the applicant argued that “an obviousness rejection...
can only be based on what is known by those skilled in the art at the time of the invention, and there is no evidence in the record that anyone recognized the claimed food effect at that time."\(^2\)

The Federal Circuit found that there was substantial evidence that the food effect was an inherent property of oxymorphone regardless of how it was formulated. The court concluded by stating that "[t]his is not a case where the Board relied on an unknown property of the prior art for a teaching. Rather [the prior art's] express teachings render the claimed controlled release oxymorphone formulation obvious, and the claimed "food effect" adds nothing of patentable consequence."\(^2\)

Thus, at least in this case, because the court found that a claim limitation was inherent in the prior art, it was irrelevant to the obviousness analysis. This analysis seems to be the case regardless of the fact that the inherent property was not appreciated in the prior art.\(^2\)

In Allergan v. Sandoz Inc., the court found not obvious a method claim for using a composition that had previously been found to be obvious.\(^3\) In rebutting the dissent's view that the method claim should have been obvious, the court explained the use of inherency in anticipation and obviousness evaluations, stating:

The dissent would find claim 4 obvious on the grounds that it merely claims the result of treatment with an obvious composition. In support of its position, the dissent cites a series of cases in which the patentee claimed either a previously unknown result or an undisclosed inherent property of an otherwise anticipated claim. In the context of anticipation, "[n]ewly discovered results of known processes directed to the same purpose are not patentable because such results are inherent." \(\text{Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Ben Venue Labs., Inc., 246 F.3d 1368, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2001).}\) We agree with the dissent that the inherency doctrine may apply to an otherwise obvious claim as well. There is, however, a problem with applying the doctrine in this case.

The evidence of record does not establish that the [claim limitation] is an inherent property or a necessary result of the administration of the [obvious composition]. Of course it may be true that the mere administration of the [obvious combination] twice a day in any fixed combination inherently produces the claimed result. Alternatively, it may also be true that only certain fixed-combination formulations produce this result. On the present record, we cannot draw a conclusion in favor of either proposition.\(^2\)

It should be noted that in Allergan, the defendant never argued that the claim limitation at issue was inherent in the method. The outcome may have been the other way had the court had a record that would support inherency of the missing claim limitation.

The worlds of inherent anticipation and obviousness appear to be colliding. Courts are addressing obviousness arguments that rely upon inherent aspects of the prior art. It is not yet entirely clear what all the parameters are for such arguments, but it is evident that inherency is now undoubtedly a part of the obviousness analysis.

In the most recent statement on the issue from the Federal Circuit in Par Pharmaceutical v. TWI Pharmaceuticals, Inc., the court set forth a test for the application of inherent obviousness:

A party must, therefore, meet a high standard in order to rely on inherency to establish the existence of a claim limitation in the prior art in an obviousness analysis—the limitation at issue necessarily must be present, or the natural result of the combination of elements explicitly disclosed by the prior art.\(^26\)

In Par Pharmaceutical, the court reversed a finding of obviousness that was based on the inherent presence of a claim limitation.\(^27\) It was undisputed that the inherent feature was not appreciated by those skilled in the art.\(^2\) The court did not find that relying on an unappreciated inherency to support an obviousness position was improper; to the contrary the court seemed to endorse the approach.\(^2\) The court did, however, hold that on the record before them the defendant (and the District Court) had not established that the claimed limitation was inherent in the art, and as such the District Court had applied the incorrect standard for inherency.\(^1\) In so holding, the court stressed that the standard for proving inherency is a high one.\(^3\)

From the recent case law it is clear that the obviousness analysis cannot be assumed to be limited to that information that was known in the art. Inherent characteristics, even an unappreciated inherent characteristic, of the prior art should be considered when evaluating an obviousness position. The issue is even more interesting when it is appreciated that the asserted inherency relates to subject matter that never existed in the prior art. Rather, the subject matter would exist only as the combination of multiple prior art references created during litigation. It is not clear how an inherent teaching will affect all obviousness cases. As always, the facts of each case may dictate the outcome. However, it is hard to reconcile the use of unappreciated inherent qualities of the prior art to support obviousness with the constant admonition of the courts against the use of hindsight. In In re Huai-Hung Kao, the court avoided this issue by reading the inherent limitation out of the claim stating it "adds nothing of patentable consequence."\(^3\)

But how is that conclusion even possible without the use of hindsight when no one in the prior art recognized the inherent characteristic? Moreover, does it make any sense to find something obvious over the prior art when there is admittedly no evidence that the prior art (including those of ordinary skill in the art) ever appreciated it?

Further, if unappreciated inherent qualities of the prior art can be used to prove obviousness, should they not also be available to refute obviousness? In Bristol Myers v. Teva, the Federal Circuit held that an unknown characteristic of the prior art was not available to refute obviousness because the normally
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skilled artisan was not aware of the characteristic at the appropriate time. 31 In Bristol Myers, the prior art compound, upon which the obviousness position was based, was discovered to be toxic to mammals after the filing of Bristol Myers’ patent application. 34 The court held that the fact that the prior art compound was toxic and that the claimed compound was not, could not be used to support non-obviousness. 35 One of the reasons the court reached this conclusion was that prior to the filing of the patent application, the toxicity of the prior art compound was not known and the prior art compound was being used in research. 36 While the court never referred to the toxicity of the prior art as an inherent characteristic, there is no indication anywhere that the compound was only sometimes toxic. The court’s refusal to allow the patentee to rely upon a later discovered characteristic of the prior art to establish a distinction between the prior art and the claim invention is hard to reconcile with the court’s reliance on unappreciated inherent characteristic of the prior art to establish a lack of non-obvious distinction between the prior art and the claimed invention. 37 It would seem that the evidence, if useable at all, should be usable to establish either obviousness or non-obviousness as the case may be.

Perhaps the answers to these questions become a little clearer when the nature of the inherent characteristics in these cases is analyzed. In each of the cases where the court relied on the inherent characteristic, it was functional in nature – “explosive removal” in EMI; “food effect” in Kao; “without a loss of efficacy” in Allergan. In each case the claim limitation is the result of using or treating a known or obvious composition of matter. This application of the law is analogous to logic used when finding inherent anticipation with respect to a claim directed to an unappreciated result. Specifically, when the court has found that a claim limitation is inherent in the prior art (whether appreciated or not), the court has sometimes found that the claimed characteristic (inherent in the art) does not sufficiently distinguish the prior art combination so as to make it non-obvious. The court has simply been unwilling to allow inventors to reserve for themselves something inherent in an obvious derivative of the prior art, even though the combination of the prior art does not explicitly teach the invention.

This aspect of the law is clearly still evolving. As the courts are confronted with ever-changing fact situations, the role of inherency in determining obviousness should become clearer. It is believed, however, that patent challengers will still have an uphill battle – inherency is often difficult to prove. No matter how the case law evolves, one thing has become clear: whether litigating or prosecuting patents, when addressing an obviousness issue, counsel is going to have to consider whether a claim limitation is inherent in the teaching of the prior art.

Endnotes
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8. See, e.g., Leggett & Platt, Inc. v. VUTEK, Inc., 537 F.3d 1349, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“Under the principles of inherency, if the prior art necessarily functions in the same way as the limitation in the claims, it anticipates.”).
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11. Id. See also Application Spooaman, 363 F.3d 444, 448 (C.C.P.A. 1966) (“That which may be inherent is not necessarily known. Obviousness cannot be predicated on what is unknown.”).
14. Id. at 1345.
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25. Id. at n.1.
27. Id. at *6.
28. Id. at *6.
29. Id. at *6.
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31. Id. at *7.
32. 639 F.3d at 1070.
33. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 752 F.3d 967 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
34. Id. at 974.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. When the denying the petition for rehearing/en banc consideration, multiple Justices surfaced as to why the evidence was not considered. Judge Dyk and Judge Wallace asserted that post invention evidence should not be allowed in the obviousness analysis in the circumstances of this case. Read broadly this runs contrary to the established practice of using post invention evidence to establish secondary considerations. More likely these judges are referring to the using the evidence in the establishment of a prima facie obvious case, i.e., defining the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art. Judge O’Malley argued that the evidence was considered but considered not persuasive. Judges Newman, Lourie, Reyna and Taranto all dissented arguing that the evidence should have been considered.

James C. Gumina, an MBHB partner, represents clients ranging from large corporations to individuals in the procurement and litigation of domestic and foreign patents, trademarks, and copyrights; intellectual property counseling; and licensing and other contract negotiations. gumina@mbhb.com

**Patent Docs Blog Selected for Inclusion in the 2014 ABA Journal Blawg 100**

MBHB is pleased to announce that the Patent Docs blog (www.patentdocs.org) has been selected for inclusion in the prestigious 2014 ABA Journal Blawg 100. Editors of the ABA Journal announced its eighth annual list of the 100 best legal blogs — or blawgs — following a nomination process that began earlier in 2014. MBHB partners Dr. Donald Zuhn, Jr., Dr. Kevin Noonan, and Dr. Andrew Williams co-author the Patent Docs weblog, and a number of MBHB practitioners contribute to the site, which focuses on recent developments in patent law. This is the third year in a row that Patent Docs has been so honored. View the 2014 ABA Journal Blawg 100 list at http://www.abajournal. com/magazine/article/8th_annual_blawg_100.
Supreme Court Holds that Issue Preclusion May Apply to TTAB Decisions

By Sydney R. Kokjohn

In a 7-2 decision authored by Justice Alito, the Supreme Court held on March 24, 2015, that issue preclusion may apply to Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) decisions. The case, B&B Hardware, Inc. v. Hargis Industries, Inc., sought to determine:

Whether the TTAB’s finding of a likelihood of confusion precludes Hargis from relitigating that issue in infringement litigation, in which likelihood of confusion is an element. Whether, if issue preclusion does not apply, the district court was obliged to defer to the TTAB’s finding of a likelihood of confusion absent strong evidence to rebut it.

As discussed in an earlier Snippets article, this case involved both an opposition before the TTAB and an infringement action in federal court. In the TTAB proceeding, the TTAB sustained B&B’s opposition and denied Hargis’s registration of the SEALTITE mark, concluding that the marks were “substantially identical” and “used on closely related products,” thus, likely to cause confusion. However, in the infringement action, both the district court and the Eighth Circuit refused to accord a preclusive effect to the TTAB’s decision on likelihood of confusion.

The Supreme Court held that an agency decision, such as that of the TTAB, may be grounds for issue preclusion. As an initial matter, the Court found nothing in the Lanham Act that would forbid issue preclusion. The Court also noted that:

What matters here is that registration is not a prerequisite to an infringement action. Rather, it is a separate proceeding to decide separate rights. Neither is issue preclusion a one-way street. When a district court, as part of its judgment, decides an issue that overlaps with part of the TTAB’s analysis, the TTAB gives preclusive effect to the court’s judgment.

In addition, the Court also rejected arguments that issue preclusion should never be available because the TTAB applies different factors in accessing likelihood of confusion and TTAB proceedings are procedurally different than court proceedings. Finally, the Court rejected the argument that the stakes are lower in TTAB proceedings than in court actions, noting the benefits of registration.

Ultimately, the Court held that “so long as the other ordinary elements of issue preclusion are met, when the usages adjudicated by the TTAB are materially the same as those before the district court, issue preclusion should apply.”

In view of this decision, trademark practitioners should advise clients to treat TTAB proceedings with the same seriousness as federal court proceedings.

Endnotes
2 Id. at *8.
5 B&B Hardware, Inc. v. Hargis Indus., Inc., 716 F.3d 1020, 1026 (8th Cir. 2013).
7 736 F.3d 1212, 1217 (E.D. Ark. 2010).
8 Id. at *8.
9 Id. at *8-9.
10 Id. at *10-13.
11 Id.

Sydney R. Kokjohn, an MBHB partner, has experience in patent procurement and enforcement. Her litigation experience focuses upon pharmaceuticals and medical devices. She also counsels clients on patent, trademark, copyright and unfair competition issues. kokjohn@mbhb.com
“Blurred Lines” Artists Lose Multi-million Dollar Copyright Lawsuit

By Emily Miao, Ph.D. and Nicole E. Grimm

Pop artists Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams’ “Blurred Lines” song was the most popular single in 2013, topping the U.S. and international music charts. The song has sold over 6 million copies and its accompanying video has been played hundreds of millions of times on YouTube. The song has also embroiled Thicke and Williams and others in a contentious copyright lawsuit against Marvin Gaye’s children. In a recent verdict, a California federal jury found that Thicke and Williams’ smash hit copied Marvin Gaye’s 1977 song “Got To Give It Up” and awarded Marvin Gaye’s children $7.39 million in damages for copyright infringement. In a follow-up to our earlier articles, we discuss some of the issues raised in the case and what impact, if any, the decision can have on musicians who try to emulate a particular genre or another artist’s sound.

Thicke’s Pre-emptive Strike in Initiating the Lawsuit Backfires

After receiving threats of legal action from the Gaye family, accusing Thicke and Williams of infringing Marvin Gaye’s song, Thicke, together with Williams and Clifford Harris, pre-emptively filed a lawsuit on August 15, 2013, against the Gaye family, seeking a declaratory judgment action in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California that “Blurred Lines” did not infringe Gaye’s “Got To Give It Up.” Gaye’s children, who own the copyrights on their father’s composition, not the sound recordings, countersued on October 30, 2013, also naming defendants UMG Recordings, Inc. and several of its subsidiaries, including Interscope Records, all of which allegedly played a part in manufacturing and distributing “Blurred Lines.” On October 30, 2014, the U.S. district court denied Thicke and Williams’ Motion for Summary Judgment, however in doing so, the judge found that the sheet music of Gaye’s “Got To Give It Up” and “After the Dance” that were deposited with the U.S. Copyright Office defined the scope of the copyrighted compositions, not the sound recordings.

On January 26, 2015, during the parties’ final pretrial conference and hearing on the motions in limine, the judge granted Thicke and Williams’ motion to exclude the Gaye Parties from playing the sound recording of “Got to Give It Up” to the jury during trial. The judge was concerned that Gaye’s voice, backup vocals, and some of the percussion, which are elements that are not covered by the copyrighted sheet music, could sway the jury. During the trial, the jurors repeatedly heard the “Blurred Lines” song and saw portions of its associated music video but did not hear Gaye’s recorded version of “Got To Give It Up.”

Rather, the jury heard a version constructed from the sheet music which lacked many of the musical elements of the original song, including Gaye’s voice.

After a seven-day trial and nearly two days of deliberation, the jury decided that “Blurred Lines” and “Got To Give It Up” were substantially similar, and awarded the Gaye Parties $4 million in actual damages and $3.38 million in profits attributable to Thicke and Williams’ infringement of “Got To Give It Up.” The jury also found that Clifford Harris, Jr., a co-owner of 13% of the musical composition copyright in “Blurred Lines,” and the Interscope Parties did not infringe “Got To Give It Up.” Although the jury did not find that Thicke and Williams’ infringement of “Got To Give It Up” was willful, they found that the infringement was not innocent. Regarding Gaye’s other song in dispute, “After the Dance,” the jury did not find by a preponderance of the evidence that the Thicke Parties infringed the copyright in the musical composition in their song, “Love After War.”

Following the jury verdict, the Gaye Parties filed a Motion for Injunctive Relief to immediately prevent the Plaintiffs from “reproducing, distributing, performing, displaying, and preparing derivative works” of “Blurred Lines” and “impound any and all infringing articles containing the composition ‘Blurred Lines.’” Additionally, the Gaye Parties filed a Motion to correct the Jury’s Verdict requesting that the court impose liability for direct copyright infringement of the composition copyright of “Got To Give It Up” on Clifford Harris, Jr. and the Interscope Parties.

Thicke and Williams moved to strike both of the Gaye Parties’ motions, arguing that the motions were procedurally improper.

To resolve the remaining issues between the parties, and in accordance with the court’s orders, the parties have agreed to a schedule for filing motions that will carry this case on through at least July 2015.

As Thicke and Williams made clear in their motion to strike the Gaye Parties’ motions, “[t]his case is far from over” and “[i]t is merely entering a new phase.”

Whether this case could have been decided differently had Thicke not contradicted himself during trial is debatable. However, this decision may have a chilling effect on musicians who try to emulate a particular genre or pay homage to another artist’s sound.

Thicke Succeeds in Limiting the Jury to Copyrighted Sheet Music, not the Gaye sound Recording

Prior to the jury’s verdict, Thicke and Williams achieved two seemingly big wins for their case – the judge limiting the musical compositions of “Got To Give It Up” and “After the War” to the sheet music, and preventing the Gaye Parties’ from playing the sound recordings to these songs during trial. However, despite these advantages, the jury still found Thicke and Williams liable for copyright infringement of the composition of “Got To Give It Up.”

Interestingly, Marvin Gaye did not write the sheet music of his songs and did not “fluently read sheet music.” When the
musical compositions for “Got to Give It Up” and “After the Dance” were registered with the U.S. Copyright Office, Gaye deposited sheet music “representing the lyrics and some of the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic features that appear in the recorded work.”

The Gaye Family relied on the Ninth Circuit case, Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton to argue that “the factfinder in a music copyright infringement action may consider elements that appear in the recorded version of the song as part of the ‘composition’ even if they do not appear in sheet music deposited with the Copyright Office in accordance with the 1909 Act.” In Three Boys Music Corp., the appellants argued that the district court did not have jurisdiction to hear the case because the Isley Brothers (holders of the copyrighted song in this case) did not register a complete copy of the song with the Copyright Office and that the sheet music did not “include the majority of the musical elements that were part of the infringement claim.”

The Ninth Circuit acknowledged that “[a]lthough the 1909 Copyright Act requires the owner to deposit a ‘complete copy’ of the work with the copyright office, our definition of a ‘complete copy’ is broad and deferential: ‘Absent intent to defraud and prejudice, inaccuracies in copyright registrations do not bar actions for infringement.” However, the court did not find the Gaye Parties’ reading of Three Boys Music Corp. to be convincing because Three Boys Music Corp., according to the court, involved subject matter jurisdiction to hear the case and “not the material actually protected by the copyright.”

In finding that Gaye’s copyrighted compositions were limited to the sheet music, the court looked to Bridgeport Music, Inc. v. UMG Recordings, Inc., a Sixth Circuit case. In UMG Recordings, the appellants argued that the jury should not have been permitted to consider elements of the sound recordings because they were not part of the sheet music. However, the Sixth Circuit found that the sheet music for the composition in dispute was created “long after the song was composed” and “[u]ncontroverted testimony at trial established that the song was composed and recorded in the studio simultaneously, and, therefore, that the composition was embedded in the sound recording.”

The court distinguished UMG Recordings, which was brought under the Copyright Act of 1976, by noting that Marvin Gaye’s compositions could not have been embedded in the sound recording under the Copyright Act of 1909, which governed this case, because “a sound recording is not a publication under the earlier legislation.” Under the 1909 Act, “publication of a work with proper notice was necessary to obtain statutory copyright protection.” The 1909 Act applies to cases, such as this one, in which the creation and publication of a work occurred before January 1, 1978.

While the court acknowledged that “the scope of [the Gaye Parties’] copyrights is not, as a matter of law, limited to the lead sheets deposited with the Copyright Office in 1976 and 1977,” the court also stated that the Gaye Parties “do not offer evidence that the copyright compositions encompass subject matter beyond the lead sheets.” Ultimately, the court relied on a combination of the law governing the case (the 1909 Copyright Act) and the Defendants’ apparent lack of evidence that the composition should comprise elements not found in the sheet music to limit its infringement analysis to the elements in the sheet music. However, even with this narrower assessment of the Defendants’ compositions, the court still found that genuine issues of fact existed concerning substantial similarity so as to deny summary judgment to the Thicke Parties.

The Jury relied Heavily on the Gaye family’s Expert Testimony

As discussed previously, the case would turn on the persuasiveness of contradictory reports and testimony of the expert musicologists retained by the parties. Indeed, after the verdict issued, one of the jurors admitted that the jury had put significant weight on the Gaye’s musicologist expert witness, Judith Finell, who analyzed the songs and pointed to elements from the Gaye’s song that were used in Blurred lines.

And, the “sufficient disagreement” between the parties’ experts regarding the substantial similarity of “Blurred Lines” and “Got To Give It Up” convinced the court that a genuine issue of material fact existed so as to deny summary judgement.

According to the Finell report, Blurred Lines included “a constellation of at least eight substantially similar features” with Gaye’s “Got to Give it Up”: (1) the signature phrase; (2) hooks; (3) hooks with backup vocals; (4) the core theme in “Blurred Lines” and the backup hook in “Got to Give it Up”; (5) backup hooks; (6) bass melodies; (7) keyboard parts; and (8) unusual percussion choices. Additionally, the report pointed out that both songs share “departures from convention such as the unusual cowbell instrumentation, omission of guitar and use of male falsetto.”

Thicke and Williams, however, noted that the musical elements that Thicke and Williams are accused of copying were not reflected in the copyrighted sheet music.

The Gaye family also retained a second expert, Ingrid Monson, whose expert report paralleled the Finell report but offered some additional analysis of the similarities and differences between the two songs. The opinion of the second expert may have been helpful to the jury in further supporting Finell’s position.

Thicke and Williams retained musicologist Sandy Wilbur whose expert report also included a comparative analysis of the “Blurred Lines” and “Got to Give It Up” and as expected, “found no substantial similarity between the melodies, rhythms, harmonies, structures and lyrics” of the two songs. The Wilbur expert report focused on the significant differences between the two songs and noted that many of the musical elements that Thicke and Williams were accused of infringing, such as cow bells, percussion sounds, etc., were not present in the copyrighted deposit.

Furthermore, the Wilbur expert report asserted that many of the musical elements are common elements used in many songs. While Ms. Wilbur concluded that the songs were not substantially similar, her opinion was repeatedly attacked during trial.

In reaching its decision, the jury was apparently more persuaded by the evidence of the Finell report and Ms. Finell’s testimony. Thicke’s contradictory testimony and admissions regarding the creation of “Blurred Lines” during the trial did not help his case, casting him in an unfavorable light before the jury and no doubt influencing the jury’s verdict.

Conclusion

Is Thicke and Williams’ “Blurred Lines” a product of inspiration or a derivative of Gaye’s work? The jury decided the latter. Despite Thicke and Williams’ significant success in forcing the jury to only consider the copyrighted sheet music, which lacked many of the musical elements,
elements from page 9) that Thicke and Williams were accused of infringing, and preventing the jury from hearing the sound recording of Gaye’s music, the jury decided against them, relying heavily on the opinions of musical experts as expected. The jury found that “Blurred Lines” copied a protectable combination of elements within “Got to Give It Up,” and that copyright infringement had occurred. Whether this case could have been decided differently had Thicke not contradicted himself during trial is debatable. However, this decision may have a chilling effect on musicians who try to emulate a particular genre or pay homage to another artist’s sound.

Perhaps the key lesson of this case is for musicians interested in emulating a particular genre or artist’s sound to seriously consider taking a license early on or hire very good experts in anticipation of litigation. Subsequent to the decision, both sides have filed motions, indicating that the legal drama is not over yet.

Endnotes
11 See Appendix A, Williams v. Bridgeport Music Inc., No. 13-06004, Doc. #322, at 41 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 10, 2015) (summarizing the musical evidence heard by the jury, including “recorded versions of each work that each side has prepared based on what each side contends is sowen in the deposit copy that was filed with the Copyright Office” and versions of the songs as they appear on the deposit copy played by keyboard).
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Software Patents Are Still Very Useful Despite Alice, But Are Business Method Patents?

By Joseph A. Herndon and Alexander D. Georges

Patents generally describe new inventions in terms of a unique structure, function, or combination of structure and function. Those patents that focus on functions of computers or computer-implemented functionality are often referred to as “software patents” since no new structure has been invented. It is often the case that the novelty resides in new functionality that may be executed by any conventional computing device. Another category of patents referred to as “business method patents” are similar in that they do not attempt to cover any new structure of an invention, but rather purport to describe new methods of doing business, including hedging, financial investments, e-commerce, etc.

The recent interpretation of patent eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §101 by the Supreme Court in Alice v. CLS Bank in June 2014 has caused confusion in the patent world regarding the validity and practicality of software and business method patents. In Alice, the Supreme Court held that claims directed towards a computer-implemented means of mitigating settlement risk by using a third-party intermediary did not qualify as eligible subject matter.

Overview of Section § 101 Analysis

In their analysis of the claims at issue, the Supreme Court in Alice extended a two-part test originally presented in Mayo to determine the patent eligibility of the claims at issue. The Mayo/Alice test requires a court to first determine whether a claimed invention is directed to a patent-ineligible concept. Abstract ideas, laws of nature, and mathematical equations have been held to fall under the ineligible concept category. Second, if a claim is directed to a patent-ineligible concept, the claim can still satisfy Section 101 if it does “significantly more” than merely describe and apply an abstract idea.

During the application of the Mayo/Alice test, a court must discount “well-understood, routine, conventional activities previously known to the industry,” and should consider whether a claim unduly preempts too broad a category of innovation given the degree of detail within the claims since specific limitations may demonstrate a limited application of the concept. Further, the court should consider if the claims improve technology by using the abstract idea (or another patent-ineligible concept such as a mathematical formula) in a tangible and useful way. Ultimately, the Alice Court held that the claims directed to merely implementing an abstract idea on a generic computer failed to “transform that abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention.” The Court, however, did also offer that “many computer-implemented claims are formally addressed to patent-eligible subject matter” including claims which “improve the functioning of the computer itself” or “any other technology.”

Seeing as the law is changing as each new decision is handed down by the Federal Circuit, it is probably best to avoid making dramatic changes in claiming strategies or patent portfolio assessment, since such changes may become inconsistent or contradictory to positions of the courts down the road.

Post-Alice Software Claims Analysis

In the relatively short time since the holding of Alice, many decisions by the Federal Circuit have resulted in the invalidation of software patents for failure to recite eligible subject matter under Section 101. For instance, claims directed towards methods for conducting reliable transactions in an e-commerce environment were found to recite ineligible subject matter under Section 101. Similarly, claims providing a “method for distributing copyrighted media products over the Internet where the consumer receives a copyrighted media product at no cost in exchange for viewing an advertisement, and the advertiser pays for the copyrighted content” were found to be directed to the abstract idea of using “an advertisement as an exchange or currency” without further limitations in the claims that would transform the abstract idea into patent-eligible subject matter. The Federal Circuit held that adding “routine additional steps” such as “updating an activity log, requiring a request from the consumer to view the ad, restrictions on public access, and use of the Internet” to the abstract idea did not transform the claims into patentable subject matter.

Conversely, there are some success stories. Application of the Mayo/Alice test has resulted in the Federal Circuit finding some software patents valid under Section 101. In DDR Holdings, the Federal Circuit found that claims directed towards a system and method of generating a composite web page that combined certain visual elements of a “host” website with content of a third-party merchant “clear[ed] the 101 hurdle.” The Federal Circuit reasoned that the claims “do not recite a mathematical algorithm...[or do they] recite a fundamental economic or longstanding commercial practice.” Instead, “the claims address a business challenge (retaining website visitors)...[that is] particular to the Internet” and is “necessarily rooted in computer technology in order to overcome a problem specifically arising in the realm of computer networks.” As such, the Federal
Circuit concluded that regardless of the claims reciting an abstract idea, here the claims also recited significantly more than just the abstract idea itself as required by the second prong of the Mayo/Alice test. Overall, as shown in the cases above, the application of the Mayo/Alice test does not yield predictable results. The Federal Circuit will soon have additional opportunities to further refine its guidance for lower courts to follow when applying the Mayo/Alice test to determine eligibility of software claims under Section 101. In a likely appeal coming from the Eastern District of Texas, the Federal Circuit may have a chance to review a judgment against Apple, Inc. ("Apple") for over $500 million in damages to Smartflash LLC ("Smartflash") for infringing multiple software patents owned and asserted by Smartflash. An important aspect of the appeal would require the Federal Circuit to review whether the asserted patents claim eligible subject matter according to the Section 101 interpretation in Alice.

The software patents at the center of this Apple litigation "relate generally to data storage and access systems for paying for and downloading digital content such as audio, video, text, software, games, and other types of data." As an example of the asserted claims, claim 32 from U.S. Patent No. 8,118,221 claims a data access terminal configured to receive data from a supplier and provide the data to a carrier via allegedly novel software features, including “code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data to a payment validation system,” and “code responsive to the payment validation . . . specifying at least one condition for accessing the retrieved data . . . [with] the at least one condition being dependent upon the amount of payment.” Smartflash asserted the patents contending that Apple’s iTunes, the App Store, and any Apple device having access to iTunes or the App Store infringed multiple claims of the asserted patents.

Initially, Apple moved for summary judgment contending that the patent claims were directed to abstract ideas for "long-familiar commercial transactions" and relationships that are not eligible subject matter under Section 101. Among other arguments, Apple contended that limiting the claims to the ideas of payment for data and controlling access to data are field of use limitations that fail to transform the abstract ideas into patent eligible inventions. Apple further submitted that the claimed functional hardware failed to add anything significant to the abstract idea and that the claims fail the machine-or-transformation test.

Smartflash responded by arguing that the claimed inventions are not directed towards abstract ideas, but rather towards particular devices with payment capabilities for digital content, access control capabilities for stored digital content, and in some claims, to particular access control capabilities based on particular payment. Smartflash also pointed out that preemption does not exist since non-infringing alternatives are practiced by others, and that the "payment for something" and "controlling access to something" generalizations without pointing out the flaws within the actual claims. Comparing the case to DDR Holdings, the court reasoned that Smartflash’s patents do not simply apply a known business practice from the pre-Internet world to computers or the Internet, but aim to prevent piracy, unauthorized reproduction and access to digital media while also allowing access to be nearly instantaneous and the storage to be permanent. The court further held that “[t]he patents also address the unique problem of controlling a user’s access to data that the user already possesses by tracking use data and restricting access according to use rules.” Nonetheless, the Federal Circuit will have an opportunity to confirm or correct the district court’s application of the Mayo/Alice test.

In another potential opportunity to provide guidance for applying the Mayo/Alice test, the Federal Circuit will also review an appeal of the McRO, Inc., v. Activision Publishing, Inc case decided by the Central District of California. At the district level, McRO asserted software patents having technology directed towards “automated rules-based use of morph targets and delta sets for lip-synchronized three-dimensional animation.” At a high level, the technology generally involves creating rules to define weights for configuring animated lips based on timed phonemes, automatically determining a sequencing of the new phonemes based on an audio sequence, and applying the rules to the determined sequence to create the animated lips. During its application of the Mayo/Alice test, the district court stated that “[f]acially, these claims do not seem directed to an abstract idea. They are tangible, each covering an approach to automated three-dimensional computer animation, which is a specific technological process.” However, despite the narrow patent scope, the court failed to find the claims valid under Section 101 and insisted that the claims need to be viewed outside a vacuum. As a result, the court determined that the novel aspect of the claims, the application of rules to the determined phonemes, qualifies as an abstract idea. In particular, the court found that “while tangible, the steps of (1) using a timed phoneme transcript, (2) setting morph weight sets at keyframes, or (3) interpolating between keyframes, are not ‘inventive steps’ that could transform the claims herein into patent eligible subject matter, if those claims are directed to an abstract idea.”
Holding the claims invalid under Section 101, the court concluded that “while the patents do not preempt the field of automatic lip synchronization for computer-generated 3D animation, they do preempt the field of such lip synchronization using a rules-based morph target approach.” On appeal, it will be interesting to see if the Federal Circuit reaches a different conclusion than the district court finding that the claims are directed to a tangible concept rather than only an abstract idea and not continuing its analysis under the second prong of the Alice/Mayo test.

While the predictability of application of Alice to software patents is confusing at best, seeing a $500+ million judgement based on software patents is great incentive for continuing pursuit of software patent portfolios. Keys for successful claim drafting are being developed in real time as each new Federal Circuit decision is made. An overwhelming trend seems to be that some specific limitation, other than what is considered well-understood, routine and conventional in the field, is required to survive a Section 101 challenge. Such trends are seen within the guidance recently offered by the U.S. Patent Office, in which the USPTO offered suggestions on limitations that may be enough to qualify as “significantly more” when recited in a claim directed to a judicial exception.

Post-Alice Business Method Claims Analysis

Business method claims have had less luck than software claims after the Supreme Court’s Alice decision. Most business method claims reviewed by the Federal Circuit are found invalid under Section 101 for merely reciting an abstract idea. As an example of business method claims found valid under Section 101 post-Alice, we have to turn to the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”), which recently found valid business method claims directed towards a method for processing paper checks in U.S. Bancorp v. Solutran, Inc. During the review, the PTAB examined each claim as a whole finding that the method for processing paper checks “is more akin to a physical process than an abstract idea.” The PTAB reasoned that limitations, such as “receiving said paper checks and scanning said checks with a digital scanner,” and “comparing by a computer said digital images,” cause the claim as a whole to recite patent-eligible subject matter rather than merely a method to claim “fundamental economic practices, mathematical algorithms, or basic tools of scientific and technological work.” Reasoning that the claims were not directed towards an abstract idea, the PTAB did not analyze the claims under the second prong of the Alice/Mayo test.

Here, the claims at issue are more akin to “hybrid business method claims” in that physical components (e.g., a digital scanner) are recited. Thus, the claims are not pure business method claims reciting only techniques for doing business conceptually. This provided support for the PTAB to conclude that the method is “more akin to a physical process.” Whether such claims would survive a Section 101 challenge in a federal court is a separate issue. But, seeing that we do not have a recent (post-Alice) ideal example from the Federal Circuit of a true business method patent claim that satisfies Section 101, nor has the U.S. Patent Office offered any specific guidance (the Interim Guidance on Subject Matter Eligibility is devoid of any business method patent claim examples), the future of business method patents seems bleak, at best. In fact, the America Invents Act (AIA) set up a provision specifically for challenging such so-called business method patents, which is one of the few places that some guidance is given, albeit, for invalidating a business method patent. There is no guidance, however, for how a business method patent can satisfy § 101, and so the general guidance above given for software patents is likely to be applied.

The Future?

Seeing as the law is changing as each new decision is handed down by the Federal Circuit, it is probably best to avoid making dramatic changes in claiming strategies or patent portfolio assessment, since such changes may become inconsistent or contradictory to positions of the courts down the road. Over time, we can expect the courts (and patent examiners) to provide further decisions useful for concrete guidance on software and business method strategy.
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